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School: Fidalgo Elementary 

School Year: 2020-21 

Vision: Fidalgo Elementary School Vision:  Caring, inspired, productive lifelong learners 

Mission: Fidalgo Elementary School Mission:  We educate all students to realize their individual potentials and contribute to their community 

Hope Pledge: Fidalgo Elementary School Pledge 
I am a confident Fidalgo Falcon.  I am caring, smart and creative.  I achieve my goals through effort. 

I am inspired by my hopes and dreams.  I have ideas for the future.  I am capable of success – Yes, I am! 

Beliefs: ASD Beliefs 
● We believe that each child has tremendous potential and is worthy of our best effort 
● We provide a safe environment where students can thrive and know they are valued 
● We believe that quality instruction is essential to student success.  We deliver educational experiences that challenge, empower, 

build character, and foster a love of learning. 
● We believe in powerful, positive relationships.   We foster strong connections among and between students, staff, families, and 

community. 
● We believe in being bold.   We create an environment where innovation matters and students learn from taking risks. 
● We believe in hope.   We build school cultures where students are fully engaged in the present, excited for the future, and committed 

to helping others. 
● We believe in opportunity.   We provide a dynamic, well-rounded education that builds a foundation for what students choose to do 

in life and who they become.  

Charter: Fidalgo Charter 

 

To feel optimistic and inspired, we will: 
● Be mindful of negativity.  Be 

strength-based.  Assume the best. 
● Have Fun!  Use humor! 
● Problem-solve/share what works 

 

To feel valued and supported, we will: 
● Be helpful and ask for help/recognize 

contributions 
● Collaborate as active listeners with 

equal voices 
● Go to the source 

 

To feel effective, we will: 
● Know the big picture and work 

towards it 
● Be reflective 
● Practice self-care and care for others 

 



 

2020/21 School Year - Our Context 
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COVID-19 – Impact on Schools 

     On March 13, 2020, Dr. Wenzel issued the following email to staff and parents: 

This afternoon, Governor Inslee has mandated that all WA state schools close no later than March 17 through April 24…  We will close schools 
starting Tuesday, March 17 until April 24. Depending on public health guidance, it's possible the closure could extend even further…  

     At the time, April 24 seemed an impossibly long time for schools to be closed, and speculations that the closure might extend even beyond that were just that, 
very speculative.  Staff and parents had almost no forewarning of the closure.  In Washington state we were perhaps a tad more on the alert than other states, 
given that Dr. Michelle Reid, Superintendent of Northshore School District, closed her district on March 4 due to possible cases of COVID.  But, in that first 
week of March, Northshore’s closure was considered by most to be an unfortunate and isolated exposures to the virus at NSD. 
     When our schools abruptly closed, staff jumped into action to convert instruction from 100% in-person to 100% remote.  We were soon checking out devices 
to all students through a drive-through pick up.  At the time, Robert Pohl commented to me that his Tech PD and Implementation Plan had just accelerated from 
a five-year plan to a Right Now! plan.  Thanks to his foresight, students had the devices and teachers had the developing expertise for remote learning.  Of 
course, to move so quickly to remote learning, even the most tech-proficient teachers still had a lot of learning to do on their feet.  

     Since March, staff have had to recreate school three times: 

1. Remote School from March 17 to June 19.  Given the abrupt closure, state guidelines for learning time, content and grading were lenient and teachers 
had more flexibility in designing the learning. 

2. Hybrid 2020/21 School Year/ Remote School - State requirements for remote learning became more rigorous.  Teachers had to revise their remote 
learning accordingly, while also shifting platforms to Schoology.   Additionally, ASD elementary teachers were also learning how to implement EL and 
i-Ready.  

3. Hybrid 2020/21 School Year/ In-Person School – In November, students return to school half days/ A and B Cohorts, requiring staff to rethink every 
aspect of the school day given health and safety guidelines.  

     Our school family has also changed.   Our enrollment has dropped by approximately 80 students who opted for @HOME, home school, or who moved 
out-of-district.   This has impacted our staffing with three teachers reassigned to other grade levels and or schools, and two teachers leaving to teach at 
@HOME.  
     Given this context, this year’s SIP focuses on four goal areas: Goal 1) reopening schools in-person and remotely, Goal 2) attendance, Goal 3) social 
emotional learning, and Goal 4) EL and Math.   Goal 1, providing both high quality remote school and safe in-person school, and seamlessly moving between 
both as needed, will be our most important/ umbrella goal for this school year.   The other three goals of attendance, SEL, and EL/Math content directly 
contribute to our success with Goal 1.  
     Assessing our growth will be a challenge – We do not have spring 2020 SBAC or fall 2020 MAP assessments as starting indicators.  The fall window of 
iReady (replacing MAP) occurred during at-home learning, so we were not able to provide consistent testing environments needed to have confident results. 
Therefore, one of our action steps will be to consider other quantitative, as well as qualitative tools for reflecting on school improvement progress. 
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     While the pandemic has presented many challenges, and will continue to do so, there are so many ways it has brought out the best in each of us, and 
highlighted staff’s capacity to innovate and their “no-matter-what” commitment to students. 
  

Focus Description: Reopen Schools Remotely and In-Person (based on DOH’s guidance, district capacity, and the ability to trace and 
communicate effectively 100% of all positive COVID-19 cases, to minimize spread to students, staff, and families) 

Rationale: Provide quality remote and in-person learning, and move readily between the two given the course of the pandemic. 

 

Action Items Updates 

Revise remote school from last spring given 
updated OSPI requirements 2020/21, and 
ASDs change to Schoology 

August through October and ongoing during remote learning 
● Revised remote learning is in place and reflects OSPI and ASD changes, including the students’ daily 

schedule, synchronous and asynchronous expectations, and a switch to Schoology  

Evaluate and address every aspect of 
opening school in-person in terms of district, 
county, state, and national health and 
educational guidelines.  

October 
● Create and share with other schools a School Safety Plan.  Revisit and update - ongoing  
● Provide Staff PD on Safety – “In-Person Learning and Transmission Prevention” – Oct. 21 
● Revise car and bus drop off and pick up procedures (given increased car pick ups and social distancing) 

1. In consultation with Skagit County officials, reverse entrance/exit direction, and restrict parking along 
Gibralter Road to improve traffic flow and increase spaces for cars to line up 

2. Implement a numbered car visor system for each household  
● Parents remain in cars, students are staged in the gym in cohort squares, seated at 6 feet 
● Paras use the car visor system to efficiently load students to and from the gym and cars 

3. Revise bus unloading and loading procedures 
● Create staging areas for bus riders in the gym or cafeteria (depending on Cohort) 
● Fidalgo office staff personally contacts parents of each bus rider to communicate route 

numbers, times, and locations, as well as the safety protocols for bus riders. 
● Evaluate every aspect of the in-person school day in terms of compliance with health guidelines, including: 

furniture arrangement/ classroom environment ● supervised movement breaks replace recess ● plan to 
prevent sharing of materials ● attestation procedures and waiting area  

Communicate reopening plans and ongoing 
updates to parents 

September 
● Replace “Meet and Greet” with socially-distanced “Street and Greet” – September 10 
● Welcome Back classroom and whole staff videos sent to families 

October 
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● Fall Parent/Student/Teacher Conferences – In-person with a transition to in-person school focus 
● Fidalgo Parent Information Webinar about in-person learning – October 28 

Ongoing 
● Use the Weekly Fidalgo Family Flyer to regularly communicate information to parents.  

Focus Description: Attendance - Continued meaningful student engagement, specifically 88% of students who are healthy will have 
fewer than two absences per month average.  

Rationale: Remote learning has presented attendance challenges for some families, given lack of childcare, technology issues, 
or stressors of COVID.  We need to put in place steps to increase attendance for both remote and in-person school, 
while at the same time ensuring that students who have symptoms that might be indicative of COVID-19 stay home 
and follow DOH guidelines related to testing or ten-day quarantine before returning to school.  

 

Action Items Updates 

Notify parents of attendance issues and 
determine when absences are health-related 

● school staff will make daily personal phone calls for each absence/ emails when parents can’t be reached 
● absences due to symptoms that could be related to COVID-19 will be identified and documented 
● the principal will follow up with conferences and letters per district attendance procedures 

Ensure early identification of students at risk 
for chronic absenteeism and provide 
appropriate supports. 

In November: 
1. Identify students who are at risk for chronic absenteeism by looking at their first two weeks of in-person 

learning coupled with their prior remote learning participation  
● For each of these identified students, analyze and address barriers contributing to their absenteeism 

2. Provide ongoing supports, which might include  
● the counselor or principal working with the student on an individualized Attendance Plan, with the 

student graphing their attendance progress over time 
● Referral to the school therapist or counselor if emotional issues are contributing to absences 
● Referral to the school nurse if health issues are contributing to absences 
● If technology is a barrier, work with the family and the Tech Department to ensure internet and 

technology access.   In the rare cases that technology issues cannot be resolved, provide 
paper/pencil alternatives.  

3. When interventions for chronic absences have been exhausted, refer to Skagit County Juvenile Court/Becca 

Teachers will engage students in meaningful 
and collaborative lessons, both during 
remote and in-person learning.  
 
  

September and October, and ongoing during remote school: 
● Teachers increase student engagement and provide social opportunities during remote learning by utilizing             

digital tools such as Jamboard, Padlet, and Zoom features such as poll, chat, and breakout rooms. 
● During both remote and in-person learning, teachers will highlight something to look forward to in the next                 

day’s learning 
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November and ongoing during in-person school: 
● Teachers will find ways to cover content during the abbreviated day in ways that are still engaging,                 

participatory, and provide for students’ social needs (even given social distancing requirements)  

Focus Description: Social Emotional Learning 

Rationale: Even in a typical year, without the stressors of the pandemic, research is clear that emotional well-being primes the 
brain for learning.  Emotions matter: all learning is Social and Emotional Learning.  The pandemic only increases 
the need for us to ensure that social/ emotional and academic learning are always in partnership. 

 

Action Items Updates 

RULER Year 3 Implementation RULER Application with Staff 
Fall – June 2021 

● Revisit Staff Charter, and make revisions as needed 
● Use the Staff Charter and Mood Meter at meetings and in ongoing ways to support culture and 

collaboration. 
● Review RULER tools and sample lessons during staff meetings/ PD opportunities 

RULER Application with Students 
The following will be in place in all classrooms 

● Classroom charters 
● “Morning” Meetings and Mood Meter check-ins (If you can name it, you can tame it.) 
● Lessons on Best Self (such as “My Masked Self”), and Meta-Moment 
● Teach the 12 feeling words designated for each grade level and make connections in ongoing ways. 

Elementary counselors will create and 
deliver (remotely and in-person) SEL 
lessons, and collaborate with teachers. 

● “Puppet Pals” video series already created by elementary counselors 
● Counselors will continue to utilize videos and other remote opportunities, but can also provide classroom 

mini lessons and 1:1 counseling sessions if complying with guidance of <15 minutes/ 6 foot distance 

Mental health therapist, school counselor, 
and principal meetings to support students. 

● Weekly throughout the school year 

Collect SEL data – tool/methods TBD  ● Administer SEL survey or other tool to monitor Fidalgo’s response to students’ social/ emotional needs 

PTA will continue to enrich students’ school 
experience as much as possible. 

● Monthly PTA meetings will be held.  Given evolving circumstances, we will continue to revisit 
enhancements and supports from PTA at these meetings.   Examples of next steps from PTA in November 
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and December include adapting our partnership with Class ACT by offering a virtual school play in 
December, and honoring student birthdays with birthday buttons (replacing monthly birthday cupcakes). 

Focus Description: Reading and Math:  Successful implementation of EL curriculum, Schoology, and i-Ready  
 

Rationale: ASD elementary teachers have three new areas of learning this year: EL curriculum, Schoology, and i-Ready; they 
will need to learn and be able to use them in both remote and in-person learning.  

 

Action Items Updates 

Staff training and implementation August-September 
● Staff participated in training and met in grade level teams to learn curriculum and platforms  
● By September 2020, all teachers have shifted their remote learning platform to Schoology.   Teachers 

have helped both students and parents transition to this platform 
Ongoing 

● On-going PLC work will support implementation 
● Teachers administer i-Ready pre-assessment (by 10/23), mid-year, and end-of-year assessments 
● Given that the fall i-Ready assessments were given during remote learning, which might have skewed 

results, teachers will consider additional classroom-based assessments when students return to in-person 
learning.  

● Teachers will incorporate differentiated i-Ready practice sessions for each student 

Principal training August-September 
● Principals participated in trainings on EL, Schoology, and i-Ready 

Ongoing 
● Principals will support on-going PLC work and implementation 

Revise Support Services given: 
-reallocation of LAP/Title resources across 
the three schools 
- change in delivery models to reduce risk 
of COVID transmission 

November 
● Identify students qualifying for services 

Ongoing 
● Collaborate across the elementary schools to coordinate support efforts  
● Monitor student progress 
● Change delivery model to push-in services  


